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INVESTING FOR THE NEW NORMAL
The current Covid-19 wave reminds us that we’re not
out of the grip of the pandemic just yet. The Canadian
Government projects that by early fall most of our adult
population will be vaccinated. Perhaps by then we will
begin to learn what the post-Covid “new normal” will
look like.
In this quarter’s feature article we discuss how we are
investing our clients’ savings as we look ahead to a post
-Covid world.
There are many questions about life after the
pandemic:


How quickly will we (or will we ever) resume past
vacation and travel patterns?



How much of our online retail shopping due to the
pandemic will revert to in-store purchasing?



How much remote-from-home work will return to the
office?



Will businesses reconsider the technological
alternatives to past spending levels on office space,
travel, in-person meetings and conferences?

From a macro-economic perspective:






How will government borrowing taken on during the
pandemic affect future economic growth, taxation
and interest rates?
Will infrastructure spending accelerate a shift away
from fossil fuels to a greener economy?
Will the migration over the past few decades to
global trade and open borders give way to

nationalist protectionism?


How long will interest rates remain at near-historic
lows?

As investment managers we consider past history but
also the impact of the unknowns on capital markets
and our investment strategies. Starting with recent
history, does anything over the past year change our
investing beliefs and practices?

A Quick Look Back
Let’s remind ourselves of some of the key themes that
impacted both stock and bond markets in 2020:


More work from home
than in offices



Workers commuting less
and businesses requiring
less commercial space



Technology became more
highly leveraged by
businesses and consumers



A reduction in business
and personal travel



On-line shopping became
more widely adopted



The closure of national
borders



An increase in healthcare
spending
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Many of these trends have been emerging for years,
but out of necessity, the pandemic accelerated the
pace of change.
Meanwhile, governments implemented large stimulus
programs and central banks lowered interest rates to
record lows. The US Federal Reserve has commented
that it is willing to allow inflation to exist at higher levels
for an extended period of time in its pursuit of full
employment. The future path of inflation and interest
rates is something we are watching very carefully. In
the meantime, we need to consider the implications of
near-zero interest rates on our clients, particularly for
those who have capital preservation as their primary
objective.

Valuation of Securities Still Matters
During the pandemic there were many examples of
dramatic stock price performance from some newer,
less-proven businesses. Some names seemed to
advance almost every day without any fundamental
reason. Some made headlines, and with so much
capital on the sidelines, certain segments of the stock
market enjoyed valuation escalations based mainly on
the momentum of investor sentiment and speculation.

reasonable price for a business rewards investors over
the long term.

Maintaining Our Investment Philosophies While
Adjusting for the Future
We are generally considered to be “value” managers,
meaning that we invest in companies with established
track records and strong balance sheets positioned to
weather unpredictable events. With a few exceptions,
these stalwarts did not catch investors’ attention during
the market rebound in the last three quarters of 2020.
Nevertheless, we remain confident in our strategy and
believe these companies will provide favorable returns
for our clients over the long term. In the past two
quarters (see the “Value vs Growth” chart) there has
been a cyclical rotation between the value and growth
investment styles.

Some of this ‘speculative excess’ has quickly unwound
in 2021 and some of the same stocks that produced
remarkable gains last year have seen dramatic declines
as the market reassessed the fundamental
developments (or lack thereof) at the company level.
Reality sets in eventually. Profitability, growing revenue
and the price you pay for a company continue to be
important for long-term success.
Warren Buffett, paraphrasing Benjamin Graham (his
mentor/teacher), wrote in his 1993 annual letter to
shareholders:
“In the short run, the market is a voting machine –
reflecting a voter-registration test that requires only
money, not intelligence or emotional stability - but in the
long run, the market is a weighing machine.”
It seems every generation has a different way of
learning this same lesson.
It is still, and will always be, prudent to spend time
researching company fundamentals and to assess
future prospects. We also believe that paying a
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We have not been tempted to join the rush to invest in
companies whose valuations are predicated on
sustaining extremely high growth rates for many years
into the future – growth rates that we believe are highly
unlikely ever to be achieved. In the past few months,
we have seen some of these valuations pull back –
whereas long-established companies such as Canadian
banks, Berkshire Hathaway and Diageo have in many
cases beat earnings expectations, translating into
healthy price gains.
At IAIC, we feel that it is prudent to consider what the

INVESTING FOR THE NEW NORMAL (CONT’D)
economy will look like in the future while not getting
caught up in current “noise” or short-term market trends.
As always, there are consequential headwinds and
tailwinds for investors in both equity and fixed income
that we consider carefully when making tactical
adjustments to our investing strategy. As a result, we
have begun making tactical changes to our clients’
portfolios (changes will vary based on each client’s
specific circumstances) in several areas including:


Increasing exposure to technology given continued
world demand



Increasing our consumer sector holdings, given
continued consumer confidence and strong
household balance sheets



Increasing exposure to healthcare



Reducing direct exposure to fossil fuels



Increasing the use of passive investments to further
complement our value style

HOW THE MARKETS PERFORMED
Market indices posted some staggering 12-month return
numbers at the end of the first quarter as they recovered
from the March 2020 lows. The
preferred share index rode a
tailwind of rising intermediate



Increasing US equity weightings, as there is more
opportunity in the US markets



Increasing our use of ESG (Environmental, Social, and
Governance) metrics in our investment theses



Given the interest rate environment, seeking
additional income yield when warranted by the riskreward tradeoff between bonds and other asset
classes

Tactical adjustments are always made to adapt to the
environment we are in and align with future
expectations for the economy. We do not chase
yesterday’s winners or speculate on which sector will be
the next to heat up beyond any reasonable rationale.
Instead, we continue to emphasize diversification in our
clients’ portfolios in order to navigate the uncertainties of
the future. In all cases, we take each client’s personal
objectives and comfort with market volatility into
account when selecting the appropriate investments for
the client.

Key Indicators

Mar-21

90 Day Tbill

0.063 %

CPI (Y/Y) (Aug)

1.1%

$U/$C
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Major Market
Returns

3 Month
12 Month
Total Return Total Return

S&P/TSX Composite

8.1%

44.2%

S&P/TSX Preferred
Share

8.8%

49.7%

markets. Within equities, the

S&P 500 Composite
(C$)

4.8%

38.1%

Canadian market has led the

MSCI EAFE (C$)

2.2%

28.2%

and longer-term interest rates
to a quarterly return of 8.8%,
tops among the major

other regions over the past 3
and 12 months, helped on a

IAIC Equity Sector Benchmarks

relative basis by a rise in the

Consumer

12.3%

57.8%

Canadian dollar.

Financial

12.7%

40.2%
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Utilities

4.1%

13.8%
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Industrial

3.0%

62.6%

Resource

6.1%

34.9%
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FROM RETIREMENT PLAN TO RETIREMENT CONFIDENCE
You may have a retirement plan in place, but do you
have retirement confidence? In this article we will
explain the four initial keys to starting down the path
towards retirement confidence. In our next quarter’s
article we’ll explain how to complete the process from
having a retirement plan to achieving retirement
confidence.
At IAIC, we believe that every client should have an upto-date comprehensive financial plan in place that
includes a forecast of cash flows throughout the client’s
retirement years. While this simple retirement illustration
helps clients understand how well their financial
objectives might be met throughout retirement, it does
not necessarily provide them with the confidence that
the numbers in the plan will become reality. So how best
to achieve that confidence? Here are four Planning
Keys that will help you start down the path of gaining
retirement confidence:

income for the last year and then subtract the income
tax you paid, your debt payments, and what you saved.
The following example illustrates how easy it is to apply
our methodology to estimate your base lifestyle need:

ADD:
Income (taxable)
Rental Income (taxable)
Other (corp. dividends, etc.)
Total Taxable Income

Client

Spouse

Total

$100,000

$30,000

$130,000

$20,000

$15,000
$0

$15,000
$20,000

$120,000

$45,000

$165,000 A

For this part of the calculation use your pre-tax income
coming in on an annual basis. Don’t worry, we’ll
account for taxes next.
SUBTRACT:
Income taxes
Debt Payments
Annual Savings
Children Education
Other
Total Non-Lifestyle

Client
$22,000
$25,000
$18,000
$5,000
$0
$70,000

Spouse
$5,000
$0
$5,000
$5,000
$0
$15,000

Total
$27,000
$25,000
$23,000
$10,000
$0
$85,000 B

From here, we identify and subtract cash outflows that
are outside of your ongoing lifestyle needs, such as
income taxes, debt payments and annual savings (RRSP,
TFSA, etc.) — these costs are necessary, but don’t really
reflect your “lifestyle” expenditures.
Apparent After-Tax Lifestyle Need (A-B):

Key #1 – Determine My Current Lifestyle Spending
Amount
Key #1 is to understand not only what you’re spending
now, but how much of this spending is truly associated
with “lifestyle.”
For many of us, the thought of tracking all our
expenditures over many months sounds tedious and
challenging, but thankfully there is an easier method that
we can help you with. The first step is to take your total
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$80,000

Subtracting B from A (uses from sources) provides you
with a reasonable estimate of what you live on annually
– the amount you need to live your life (food, clothing,
travel, sports, etc.) and maintain your lifestyle assets
(home, vehicles, recreational assets, etc.).

Key #2 – Determine My Retirement Goals
We use your “Apparent After-Tax Lifestyle Need” as your
baseline lifestyle need for the purposes of planning
projections. From there, you can add any ‘extras’ to your
basic lifestyle in retirement, such as provisions for
increased travel, new hobbies or changing needs as you
get older. This approach allows us to build a model that

FROM RETIREMENT PLAN TO RETIREMENT CONFIDENCE (CONT’D)
not only reflects your baseline needs, but also your
supplemental goals and the timing of changes through
your retirement years.

Key #3 – Develop the Plan
Once your retirement goals are clear, we help you
determine whether your retirement pensions, projected
savings amounts and future investment assets will be
sufficient to provide the after-tax income you will need
to meet your retirement goals and lifestyle needs. This
part of the planning process allows us to investigate
options to help you increase your confidence that your
goals can be achieved.

Key #4 – Planned Course Correction
We’ll often see that the initial retirement plan shows that
you are on track to achieving your retirement goals. In
some cases, though, you may need to make
adjustments or “course corrections” to get you on track
with the retirement plan. What are you willing or able to
do today to achieve your future goals, or what are you
willing to compromise on to get an agreeable balance
between your present lifestyle need and your future
lifestyle need? Once you complete this negotiation
between your current and future selves, we make
corresponding adjustments to the modelling and your
initial retirement plan is complete.

Moving Forward to Achieve Retirement
Confidence
Now that your initial retirement plan is complete and
we see where your future retirement stands based on a
static set of assumptions, the
work of increasing your
retirement confidence can
begin in earnest. We will
discuss with you the steps that
can be taken to increase the
efficiency and likelihood of
achieving your retirement
income. In our next article we
will discuss how you can move
from a retirement plan to
retirement confidence.
Gord Hardie, CFP,
CIM, FCSI
Vice President,
Financial Planning

Keeping Our Record of Your Personal Information Up To Date
We are required to keep your personal information up to date. It is our practice that if we have not had a
meaningful conversation with you in the past year about your personal circumstances, we will reach out to
you directly in order to update our records and determine if any investment strategy changes are needed.
We may reach out to you by phone, letter or electronically. In these times of identity theft, if you are
uncertain at all about the legitimacy of our request for information, please contact us to verify that the request
is indeed legitimate and originating from IAIC.
If you experience any type of changes in your life, please inform us directly, either by phone:1-877-291- 3040 or
by email: ClientServices@iaic.ca.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST - WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
In October 2019, the Canadian Securities Administrators passed comprehensive regulatory reform, referred to
as the Client Focused Reforms (CFRs). Part of the CFRs relate to how Portfolio Managers, such as IAIC, assess,
manage, and monitor any existing, potential, or reasonably foreseeable conflict of interest, and how we
ensure any potential conflict of interest is always addressed and managed in our client’s best interest.
At IAIC, we pride ourselves in always acting in our client’s best interest. We address and manage conflicts of
interest in many ways – by managing conflicts through internal controls, avoiding conflicts wherever possible,
and by ensuring transparency with our clients through continuous disclosure of any existing or potential
conflicts of interest.
On or before June 30, 2021, we will be posting to our website a complete list of existing or potential conflicts of
interest that may exist between our firm and you, our client. This can be found by visiting www.iaic.ca/COI.
The listing will explain how each of these conflicts is addressed and managed in your best interest. In addition
to posting it on our website, we will also distribute the list to you along with your June 30, 2021 IAIC Quarterly
Statement.
As always, please contact us by phone at 519-291-2817 (toll free 877-291-3040) or send an email to
compliance@iaic.ca with any questions you may have.

YOUR IAIC QUARTERLY STATEMENT IS NOW ACCESSIBLE THROUGH THE IAIC CLIENT PORTAL
SIGN-UP FOR ESTATEMENTS NOW AND HELP REDUCE OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
Benefits of electronic statement delivery:


Environmentally friendly…..no paper. IAIC has already reduced our paper usage by 24,000 sheets



Receive your statement sooner. We will send you an email to let you know when your statement is ready



More secure delivery verses an envelope in your home mailbox



Easier to organize and save electronic copies compared to paper statements

IAIC Disclosures
All graph and chart statistical data contained in this report has been supplied by Refinitiv and National Bank Financial . Sources used by Refinitiv and National Bank Financial to compile the data include: Global Insight,
Thomson Financial, CPMS, Bloomberg, S&P/TSX Index Services, S&P Index Services, TSX, NYSE, NASD, and company reports. The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are based on historical company
fundamentals and market statistics. No guarantee of outcome is implied and opinions may change without notice. Investors should not base any of their investment decisions solely on this report.
This report is produced entirely by Independent Accountants' Investment Counsel Inc. Although the information contained in this report has been obtained from sources that IAIC Inc. believes to be reliable, we do not
guarantee its accuracy, and as such, the information may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions, estimates and other information included in this report constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject
to change without notice.
Please contact your IAIC representative if you have any questions regarding this newsletter. ©Copyright 2021 Independent Accountants’ Investment Counsel Inc. All rights reserved.

